


Thank you for your interest in Leldon’s Wooden Art. Let me start off by telling you a little about our 
company.   I founded Leldon’s Wooden Art in 1997, as Leldon’s Scrollsawing.  I started out just using a 
scroll saw and now, as I have grown the company, I use many more tools than the scroll saw and my 
products reflect an ever changing process of creating my pieces.  Every step is still handled in house- 
wood processing, creating the actual product, sanding and applying the finish.  Each item we make is 
made is given the care as every other piece. I hope you take the time to look over the following pages 
and if you have any questions, please do not hesiate to call or email me, I will gladly take the time to go 
over anything with you.  On the following pages, you will see each product we currently have available 
for wholesale orders.  I use a wide awray of woods, from high grade baltic birch plywood, reclaimed 
wood, and domectic and exotic hardwoods for my products.  Each piece of wood is different, even if it is 
the same speices.  With that, all pictures represent the product and the wood that is listed.  Each piece 
could be darker or lighter than picrured, but the wood that is listed will be used.  In the case of  reclaimed 
wood, each piece has more or less “age” to it.  We strive to make each one look similar, but with reclaimed 
wood especially, the piece could have less paint or more paint that pictured.  



Notebook Covers/ Journals
Our notebook covers/journals are made out of high grade 1/8” thick baltic birch plywood.  The covers are designed to hold a compistition note-
book and can be replaced once the owner of the cover.  They are 8.5” wide by 11.25” tall.  The following pictures are some exmaples of the note-
book covers that have been proven sellers.  I can also make them with many other sayings, city and state names, and others, as long as it is not 
trademarked/copyright materials.







Cutting Boards
Our cutting boards are made out of solid hardwoods.  Each board is hand crafted from carefully selected woods that compliment each other.  
Some are made out of one speices of wood.  Any state cutting board is available, pictured below are some varations of Alabama.  The state 
cutting boards that feature the county lines are laser engraved into the board.  After all the counties are engraved, I then use a scroll saw to cut 
out the outline of the state.  I also use the scroll saw to cut the outline of just the state boards.  Each cutting board is finished with mineral oil and 
beewax for a food safe finish. The boards do vary in size.  The Alabama boards shown below are approxmately 9.5” widex14.75” tall. 



Ornaments
Ornaments are a popular item all year!  We offer a variety of designs that you can choose from.   These vary in size and material-it will be listed 
under the ornament picture. 

City Name ornaments are approx 4.25”
diameter.  Any city or state is available.



Reclaimed wood angels.  These are made out of reclaimed barnwood/siding.  The paint on these are sealed in with 
a coat of clear spray finish.  They measure approx 4” tall and 5” wide.  The size varies on each angel design.  Home 
Sweet Home ornament measures approx 4” tall and 3” wide.  Other states are available.

Skyline ornaments are made out of 
1/8” baltic birch.  They are approx. a 5”
oval.

Stocking made of reclaimed
wood.  These measure about 4”
tall.  

Reclaimed wood tree.  
These are approx. 4.25” 
tall.



Bottle Openers
These bottle openers are one of a kind!  Each opener is made out of solid hardwood or cedar.  These are finished with danish oil and attach to the 
wall with a key hole slot.  



Signs

These city signs are made out of a mix of reclaimed 
wood and baltic birch plywood.  The length varies 
depending on the name of the city/town, but the 
height is 5.5”.  

These Home signs are also made out of a mix of reclaimed
wood and baltic birch plywood.  The signs measure 16” wide by
5.5” tall. 



Price List

Item Wholesale Suggested Retail
Notebook Covers       $10                     $19.95
State Cutting Board/ counties     $30                     $59.95
State Cutting Board/ skyline          $30                     $59.95
City Name ornaments                      $5                     $9.95
Angels                             $5                     $9.95
Skyline Ornaments                            $5                     $9.95
Stocking ornament                           $5                     $9.95
Tree ornament                            $5                     $9.95
Home Sweet Home                           $5                     $9.95
Drink Local Bottle Opener              $11                     $21.95
City Name Signs                            $12.5                    $24.95
Home Sign                            $12.5                    $24.95



Item Quantity Price Total
Order Form

Store Name:______________________

Contact Name:____________________

Email:____________________

Phone Number:____________________
Web Site: www.leldonmaxcy.com
Email: leldonmaxcy@gmail.com
Phone: 256-339-4413


